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5' MIN INTRODUCTION

Explaining and directing the attention towards how non-sense and sense might
help with creativity and communication. Then explanation of structure and active
part of the workshop.

30' ACTIVITY

15' NONSENSE
1.Walking around and shaking with body and voice the sense out of the body and
to invite nonsense. After embodying nonsense the found pairs and expressed
their nonsense to each other with movement and voice.
2. In pairs: one guided the other in his nonsense with movement  and ended it as
a statue. And they changed. The pairs shared in a minute between them the
reflection.
 
15' SENSE
1. Straight body, become full of sense. Find a place, be grounded. Find the first
word that comes in your mind. Try to find a reason why this word came up – find
a sense. Create a story with this word. 
2. Find a pair, put your hands on the top of the other and lead them into your
story with movement and words. Stick to the story that has a meaning. Than
change the position in the pair.
3. In pairs: planets and satellites. One was a planet and other was a satellite. The
satellite was moving around the planet. Both, the planet and satellite needed to
use small, regular movements.
 
 
 
 
 

FIND YOUR NON-SENSE
(Petra, Dimitris, Matjaž)
 
Discover how your non-
sense supports your
creativity and
communication
Find a way to balance the
non-sense and sense in
your daily life. 5' BALANCE

Form a circle, one starts with expressing a wish for the next one with word and
movement in a balanced way. It goes in a circle.

10' REFLECTION

The space is open to reflect about the experience. How you felt it? What was
going on?



THE MAGIC FOREST
 
(Mircea, Mojca, Michaeline)
 
Goals: To embody the Inner
Child, to befriend our Inner
Child and Inner Critic, accept
our Inner Critic, to listen with
our empathic ear, to get to
know our Inner Critic and to
let them speak out, to
reconcile the Inner Critic and
Inner Child
 

PART 1: INTRODUCTION

We kindly invite participants to close their eyes, take a deep breathe and find a connection
with their bodies. Then we start with a story about a magic forest and invite them to start
getting ready to enter the forest. They can enjoy playing in it, dancing using their senses,
playing with others etc.

PART 2: (CHILDLIKE MUSIC PLAYING)

As we introduce the activity, we invite them to visualise their Inner Child-what do they look
like, what are they being drawn to, has the Inner Child anything they want to tell the
participant? As the participants explore the space they are free to discover the many
aspects that we prepared in advance: balloons, art supplies, instruments, games, cards etc.
When ten minutes has passed, we ask them to stop, and freeze.
We now tell them that they are entering the darkest part of the forest, where they will
discover their Inner Critic. One trainer goes around the room with a pre-made sign saying
‘this is stupid’. Participants are then invited to connect to what their Inner Critic is saying,
how they feel etc. The music has now changed to a much darker tone.
After 5 mins, we ask them to stop and freeze, and to connect to how they are feeling. They
are then invited to find a pair, and to share any learning from the activity. They have 5
minute to do this.

PART 3: (OMINOUS MUSIC PLAYING)

The group is divided into two, one group are the Inner Critics, and the other are Inner
Children. The Children are taken out of the room and blindfolded, and it is explained that
they will be kept safe. They are again invited to connect to themselves and that they will be
journeying through the forest of Inner Critics. The other group is asked to take care of the
children and that they will be rooted to the same spot, but can dance with the upper half of
the body. The Children are then led into the ‘forest’ and the ‘trees’ (critics) will take care of
the children. The Critics are free to whisper criticisms (sensitively) to the Children. After 7
minutes, the roles change and the Children are then taken out of the room, while the Critics
(trees) are given detailed instructions.
Following the activity, a round of reflection can be completed to reflect on any insights
learned from the exercise.

PART 4: REFLECTION

Each participant is invited to share how they 
can bring these learnings into their real life.



Expert Staff

Introduction

DRAGON FROM BREAD!  
(KEMAL, LIVA, JANA)
 
Description: mindful embodied
journey from inside out.
 
Goal: To create open space for
playful improvisation. To invite
participants to remember
childhood time and connect with
there inner child, bring it here,
play with it and express what
comes out as it is.
 
Materials: timer, bell or chimes
 
 
 

 

 

PART 1

PART 2

PART 3

10 minutes mindful discovery in nature to
notice what is there, what flirts with you, what

connects and finds some memories from
childhood. This mindful introduction of activity

we found important for setting right
atmosphere inside of second activity.

After that we moved the activity to playground
what was calling us and second part included:
One person as storyteller and up to a certain

number of people in the playground. Storyteller
was only one who hold a story in words for his
own choice but other people could join it and

embodied either object, feeling or activity.
Either story finds its own ending or time is set

5 minutes to give a space for a new story
teller.

PART 4

Closing and reflection of insights of activity.



“YOUR BODY SOUNDS
FAMILIAR” 
(MIŠA, GEORGIA, JAVIER)
 
Description: mindful embodied
journey from inside out.
 
Goal: To create open space for
playful improvisation. To invite
participants to remember
childhood time and connect with
there inner child, bring it here,
play with it and express what
comes out as it is.
 
Materials: timer, bell or chimes
 
 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION

WARM UP ACTIVITY

IMPRO THEATRE

Traditional exercise for breath, voice and body warm up. 
Duration: minimum 5 minutes, but it is advised to be longer. Number of pax: Not
minimum nor maximum. You invite the group in a circle. You do breathing exercises
inspired by yoga, chi kung, or tai chi.

Combination of movement and sounds 
Duration: about 15 minutes, but it can be longer depending on the group needs. Number of pax:
minimum 6. You write on small papers different characters participating in specific concepts and
a number that works as a tool for the actors to know when is their turn to act. You split the group
into smaller groups of at least 3 people. One group is acting and the rest are the audience. You
give the acting group to choose the characters and you ask them to not show the paper to
anyone else. When they memorise the character and the number, you invite them to walk the
space and think of this character: imagine what they look like, the shape, the past, the story, the
sound they make etc. When they are ready, and in a reasonable time, you ask the to take a
position, make a sound and freeze. Then one by one, and by the order written on their papers,
they move and make sounds, developing the given concept/story. At some point you invite them
to find a solution/closing of their stories, take a final position and make a final sound. When this
is done, you ask the audience to share what they saw during the performance and challenge
them to give a description as detailed as possible. You repeat with the other group(s).

REFLECTION

An activity to connect movement and sound, and foster creativity.

You invite the group to sit down in a circle. Three rounds of sharing: 1st round:You
invite them to share in one word what it felt like to be an actor. 2nd round: You invite
them to share in one word what it felt like to be audience. 3rd round: You invite them
to share in one sound how they felt during or after the exercise.



 

MORNING

TRIBAL GATHERING ROLEGAME  
(Luca, Yuki)
Participants: Between 20-50
people 
Duration: 1 Day ( max. 2) 
Materials: Musical instruments,
body paints, cloths/fabrics, food,
cooking kit, colours, pens, a big
big paper (5mx5m), blankets,
candles, incense, lights + other
stuff you need to create a tribe.
 
The activity is split in 3 scenarios,
and are Split in two groups with
similar number of members,
LOCALS and NOMADS

 
 

EVENING
Final Gathering between Tribes. The final moment comes up when the Nomad
tribe meet “accidentally” with the locals and two different cultures meet for the
first time. This moment gives space to the final result of the workshops, what
happen when both tribes come together unexpected and what kind of mutual
story comes up. Possible outcomes/scenarios and possible debate themes for the
final reflection. 
 
Nomads: Do they try to understand the other tribe? Do they understand that they
are in trouble or not? Do they understand the representations in the BIG paper ?
Do they try to interact or not? 
 
Locals: Do they get surprise by the other tribe and their behaviour? Do they ask
for help? Do the nomads finally heal the locals? Do they celebrate together? Do
they finally get a self healing solution? Do they get the nomads attention with the
BIG PAPER drawings? 
 
General? Could both tribes understand the meaning or story of each other? Do
both tribes find out a common solution? Do they relate this to a daily life
experience? How / when / who / why?

Locals: They get to know they’ve got sick by food poisoning. This sickness must
be invented by the participants and also physical reactions caused by the
sickness: movement, pain, scream, dance, etc. This sickness will be represented
also with drawings on the BIG Paper from the group. As the Locals want to get
healed they will be also try to represent in the big paper a solution to their
sickness. The important point is that they will be free of choosing their lines and
their solutions but will not be able to cure themselves because of their religious
beliefs. After this representation they will not be able to speak anymore until
they get cured. They will have to find their reactions in the body and represent
the sickness without using spoken communication all together and do it as a
common “dance” (until they get cured). 
 
Nomads: The Nomads will have to make a song for expressing their gratitude to
nature for the provided food they shared. This ritual is a typical ritual the
nomads use to sing after eating and they will sing it for the forward 30 min of
their journey to another place.

They have the whole morning to build up
their group identity. (Valors, Rituals,
Language, Food, Body expression, Clothes
etc.) The Nomads will be moving from a place
to another creating the culture on the way.
The Locals will establish a base camp which
they will decorate and personalise. The
Religion of the locals is given by the
facilitators as a starting point. They believe in
the spirit of the BIG PAPER. Everything that is
represented on the Big Paper will happen.
The tribes will end the morning scenario
preparing their own meal and celebrating
their community.

AFTERNOON



Expert Staff

THE BAZOOKA SHOOTING
ELEPHANT ON A FLYING
SKATEBOARD
 
Gianluca, Reinis
 
Group workshop about
experiencing yourself in 3 levels:
1 – Cell ( beginnings of life )
2 – Identity
3 – Cycle of life
 
Main goal – to experience life
cycle on a META level.
 
 
 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION

PART 2

ACTION STEPS

Introduce group about the offered
framework and idea
Share some input about the cycle of life and
importance of cells
Carefully explain the steps so that
participants can dive in the process with
clarity and no speaking

1.

2.

3.

Divide group in 2 parts and invite
participants to be on one side of the room
opposite the other part. 
Invite to take a comfortable position and
tune in the task with short meditation about
being in space and appreciating cells
Use first song as signal – the participants
imagine they are a single cell and improvise
their way of being and evolving as a cell –
into more complex organism which is “you”
Short silence, music changes – participants
meet other person and mirror each other in
their own pace until song finishes.
Another song changes and participants
improvise their “end” cycle of life
Calm inviting instructions to gather back
participants emotions and focus to start
reflection

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



BAILE LE CHÉILE
 
(Madeleine, Heike, Veronika)
 
Materials: blindfolds, gong or
any instrument making
sounds
 
Activity starts outside with
the simple instructions,
people receive blindfolds and
enter the room in silence.

 

PART 1: JOURNEY THROUGH SPACE AND OBJECTS

Welcome to the sensorial journey where you will have an opportunity to find your way
through the unknown. This unknown could be anything you imagine, a fairytale forest, never

ending desert, a far away planet..anything you want it to be.
In a moment, you will hear a sound, then you can start your journey towards this sound.

When you reach the source of this sound, then you take a seat nearby and wait for further
instructions. Take your time to explore the treasures that you find on a way. If you meet

other explorers on your expedition, just move away. This is time for you to be with yourself.
If you feel at any moment that you need support, stay where you are, raise up your hand

and we will come to you.

PART 2: BUILDING BAILE LE CHÉILE

We enter the next phase of this journey. You've explored your playground, now with the
treasures you found along the way, we invite you to build and create a safe place to be

together - a fortress, a nest, a home to share with one another. Support each other and build
something beautiful together. Maintain your silence and feel each other, find a way to

communicate.
You are invited to build your Baile le Chéile, which in Irish means 'home together'.

PART 3: REFLECTION

Remove your blindfolds and observe what you have created and those around you. Maintain
in silence and drink this piece of art with your eyes.

 
Now, with words, we invite you to share:

- how did you experience yourself in the first part?
- how did you experience yourself in the second part?


